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The Great Outdoors

T

he perfect backyard is a landscape
colored with four-season interest, is
high on style and low on maintenance.
Achieving the combination makes for
an ideal garden, but even scoring some of those
details is a welcome start.
Everyone wants to make their outdoor space
more inviting, more in keeping with their
lifestyle. Everyone loves the idea of grow-yourown vegetables, or herbs, of being able to snip
off some basil or rosemary and toss it into a
summer night’s dinner.
Who doesn’t want fresh-cut flowers, like
whimsical, sun-loving hot-pink cosmos or
cheerful black-eyed Susans cut right from your
own plot? Or sitting beneath the cool shade
of a sugar maple in summer that in autumn
turns a bright red? Or the gorgeous springtime
sculptural dogwoods that bloom white or pink
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in early spring?
Sound like a fantasy? Local experts can
help you make that a reality. They’ll visit your
property, complete a total site analysis, paint a
picture catered to your wants and needs, show
you what will do well in your yard (and inform
you of what won’t) by helping to identify
proper plantings, suggest the right hardscaping
materials and add in the all-important design
accents, making it all come together.
For the creative homeowner, much of this, if
not all, might seem like a series of do-it-yourself projects, but to get everything just right,
it’s best to seek the advice of a professional,
says Tom Harley, landscape designer at Meadows Farms Nursery. Such collective experience
will keep your project on schedule and free of
errors, and you will no doubt be pleased with
the final results.

DeepGreen/Shutterstock.com

Experts offer tips on achieving your perfect green space.

I

n Northern Virginia, Harley says,
most of the landscaping requests
he receives are modest. He hears
a similar checklist from almost
every homeowner. “They want
low-maintenance, color all year and
inexpensive—that’s what they’re
hoping for,” he says.
Sounds simple enough. But plans,

materials, plants and accents can
start to add up. So how to proceed on
a budget?
“A lot of times people will come
to me and have no clue what they’re
looking for,” says Harley. “They just
know they want their backyards to
be beautiful. They want to soften
the architecture, get plants into the

Project timeline ( Job process )

1.
2.
3.
4.

Client contacts Meadows
Farms.

Meadows assigns lead (usually within 24 hours).

I call client to set appointment to meet (usually day I
receive the info).

Appointment is set with
client (anywhere from the
next day to two weeks out or
more, depending on clients/my schedule…usually about a week).

5.

Goal is to provide a plan and
estimate at the time of the
appointment (and to get
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Tom Harley, Landscape Designer
at Meadows Farms Nursery

deposit for job at that time); however,
depending on the scope of the job it
can take longer. Ninety percent of the
appointments I go on, the plan and
estimate are completed impromptu.

6.

The job is entered into
“the system,” a computer
contract is generated which
needs signature and deposit, plan all
in order. (This can be done in a hour or
over several days.] Then, the client has
to put down their deposit, usually 50
percent down. and, it’s really up to them
when they are ready to proceed.

7.

Once everything is turned in
and approved by management
it goes to scheduling (takes
about one day) and the client is called
to schedule an installation date. Usually
the job is scheduled to begin within two

weeks of the deposit, although this can
vary depending on the clients’ preferences. Most often the work is completed in one day, although depending
on the scope of the work, it may take a
weeks to complete.

8.

The balance due for the job
is collected upon completion
and this is usually the last
item to be taken care of. However, there
may still be additional work to be done
such as add on work, any plants not on
site because it was not in inventory, etc.

9.

Follow up of whatever is
necessary is done as soon
as possible, depending on
the situation. There is also a lifetime
warranty on all the plants we install, so
even years after the job is completed
we may be called on.

Courtesy of Tom Harley

Getting Started

ground that grow in and just keep
getting better every year.”
But he, like many experts, cautions homeowners that a “no-maintenance” backyard simply doesn’t exist:
One still has to water and weed.
“You’ve got to do some work to get
things established. But once established, you shouldn’t have to do anything ever,” he says. “You shouldn’t
have to prune, or do anything, if it’s
done right. That’s the whole reason
we’re there.”
Through a series of in-depth
lifestyle questions: (How should your
garden grow? What styles do you
like?) Harley is able to dissect a homeowner’s bullet/wish list and help
them to realize a vision for their outdoor space. Quite often, he says, he’ll
insert himself into the design plan: If
the space were his, how would he design it? What trees and plants would
he choose? That’s when he says a mix
of knowledge and creativity goes a
long way.
“Maybe they show you a picture in

a magazine,” he says. “A lot of it has
to do with budget. You’ve just got to
be ever-mindful of certain things:
budget, drainage, engineering. Then
it’s taking all those factors and coming up with a solution.”
While there are a number of com-

Beauchain
Builders, Inc

Building our client’s dreams for over 25 years.

A custom renovation from Beauchain Builders can add value to your home, increase the
functionality of a room or space and create lasting beauty.

Our services include:

Harley cautions
homeowners that a
“no-maintenance”
backyard simply
doesn’t exist: One
still has to water
and weed.
mon denominators, Harley, like most
landscape professionals, is quick to
point out that no two jobs are exactly
alike. But he has noticed that more
people are focused on a beautiful
landscape, and that’s usually where
more of the money goes.

•
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•
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Kitchens
Baths
Additions
Basements
Home Theaters
Decks
Laundry Rooms
Dining and
Living Rooms

Serving Loudoun, Fairfax and Northern Virginia

703-430-9171 • www.BeauchainBuilders.com

Get your weekend back.

Some Things to Note:
Generally, it takes about a month
from womb to tomb for an average
job of $1,000 to $20,000. However,
if you are constructing a swimming
pool in Fairfax County it is going to
take four months minimum from the
time you submit your plans until you
to get your permit. It will take even
longer if you are in an RPA (within
a hundred feet of stream). Larger
projects like this can take months
or even years; require engineered
plans, impact studies, etc. Other
projects, like decks that require
permits, can be in your hands in one
day to two weeks. It really varies, but
in general the bigger the project, the
longer it takes. No permits are required for plantings or most patios
and walkways.

Visit your locally
owned Ace Hardware
and beautify your
backyard. We’ve got
everything you need
to enjoy the outdoors,
including lawn care,
Weber grills, Big
Green Egg outdoor
ovens & more.
DALE CITY
Pitkin’s Ace (703) 670-2139
CENTREVILLE
Sully Station Ace (703) 378-7320
MANASSAS
Woodbine Ace (703) 791-7855

www.ACEhardware.com
LAWN & GARDEN - PAINT - ELECTRICAL - PLUMBING
HOUSEWARES - HARDWARE - KEYS - OUTDOOR LIVING
SCREEN/WINDOW REPAIR

FAIRFAX
Twins Ace (703) 359-4703
OLD TOWN
ALEXANDRIA

Old Town Ace (703) 879-0475

www.northernvirginiamag.com
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◗ Home in Bethesda designed by
Jennifer Horn of Jennifer Horn
Landscape Architecture LLC.

Mini Makeovers
Projects any space can take.
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Courtesy of Jennifer Horn Landscape Architecture

I

f an improved backyard is the goal, but keeping
Increase a home’s curb appeal with neatly
costs down is the priority, there are a number
trimmed lawn edges, and create a hardscaped zone
of small, inexpensive upgrades that can provide
with interlocking pavers abundantly available in
impact. Allen D. Ford, install sales coordinator
sizes, shapes and colors to complement your home’s
at Lowe’s of Alexandria, has a number of suggesstyle.
tions to save some green, while incorporating style
Consider adding an inviting bench to a favorite
and personality to an outdoor space.
garden area. “It would draw more people out into
Spruce up any patio with updated furniture;
your yard to get a closer look at the landscaping
shop around for a bistro set that is a step up from
you’ve done,” says Ford. “You’d see the butterflies
the traditional color palette. Cheer
that it draws, the hummingbirds
up the space and go bolder with a
that it draws. It’s just a way to get
Creative
pop of rich color. Try your hand at
people out there and look around
landscaping can be more at the yard and flowering
growing your own edibles; plant
your favorite herbs and vegetables
the key to providing trees.”
and practice in small pots that sit
Another low-cost tip: Showcase
that kind of
on the steps of your deck.
a particular tree or garden feature
escapist feel.
You want your outdoor space to
with a low-voltage spotlight. Point
feel secluded, private, your own.
the beam up or down to kick up
Creative landscaping can be the key to providing
a little DIY garden drama. For instant ambience,
that kind of escapist feel. Put in a simple waterfall
place a number of lights low to the ground to ilto add interest, and in any desired look—go natural,
luminate a stone pathway, or go even simpler with
modern, classic, formal or Asian-inspired. The bubstring lights threaded through a gazebo or pergola.
bling sound of a water feature can do double duty:
Harley, who lives in a forested area, has spotIt can bring a relaxing vibe to any backyard area,
lights trained on favorite trees: a hemlock, oak and
while masking the hum of traffic from a nearby
beech. “It makes something ordinary look extraorbusy thoroughfare.
dinary at night,” says Harley. “I really like what that
“Defining areas is a big thing,” says Ford, but it
does for a place.”
doesn’t have to be a big job.

Bringing the Outdoors In
By Lauren Clement

Even if you do not
have a tree-filled
backyard you can
still bring in the
outdoors.
COLOR
Bring in accessories or
pillows in fun bright colors,
especially greens, to infuse
the outside into your space.

Courtesy of Lauren Clement

W

e all need to soak up a bit of
The wool rug is another great natural
texture in the room that is a soft and dunature to feel alive and fresh.
rable anchor of the space. Lastly, the floor
And that was precisely the inlamp boasts a fun knotted rattan accent to
spiration for the above room.
	My clients wanted a place to enjoy their
tie it all together.
morning coffee or weekend afternoon tea
Taking that openness one step furand feel their beautiful setting from inside ther, the other room (above right photo)
of their home. I selected these warm and
shows how you can pull off a gorgeous
space without window treatments. This
fresh colors, including an apple green
is not a style that always works or that I
color for their loveseat, the focal point of
the room. The green
frequently implement
breathes life into the
as window treatments
The soft colors
room and screams
are usually the icing
fresh, and is the perfect
on the cake, but in this
combined with the
contrast to the more
openness and incoming setting I was pleased
neutral draperies,
with the final outcome.
light make this a room We set out to create a
which are calmer in
to hang out in all
color to allow the true
cozy family hang out
outdoor foliage to come
spot while feeling like
year long and feel
into the room.
you were sitting outside
connected to nature.
Texture is another
on the patio, all year
great way to invite in
round. I chose a floral
the outdoors. The rattan chair is a wonpattern on the lounge chairs as they are
derful example of how texture evokes a
across from the windows to connect the
natural feeling. The woven texture
indoor/outdoor vibe. The soft colors comof the piece, combined with the natural
bined with the openness and incoming
cushions, provide the perfect indoor/outlight make this a room to hang out in all
door combination.
year long and feel connected to nature.

TEXTURE
Consider using woven textures like rattan or wicker in
furniture and accessories
as well as floor coverings
in a jute or sisal (or a nonnatural fiber made to look
like these ‘tougher’ natural
options).
PATTERNS
Look at fabrics or floor coverings with natural pattern
such as leaves, branches,
trees or florals.

Lauren Riddiough
Clement
Your Style
created in Your
Home. I am busy
being a full time
everything—
national award
winning interior
designer,
author, mom, wife, friend, sister
and lover of all things beautiful
and functional. Follow me to
see it all! Whether you need one
window dressed or an entire
room designed, I can help you
accomplish your decorating goals
and have fun at the same time.

laurennicoleinc.com
www.northernvirginiamag.com
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shopping list
7 Outdoor Products

3

1 MoMA Store Bistro SeT
Give your patio or garden area an
instantly stylish update with MoMA’s
zippy bistro set. Constructed from
sturdy steel, the bright orange table
and chairs offer an inventive take on
the Parisian classic, providing the
perfect outdoor perch for a morning
coffee or an early evening cocktail.
✦ Bistro Table, $246 and Bistro Chair,
$99; momastore.org

3 Color-changing Waterproof LED Light Patio/Bistro Set
These geometric remote-controlled
color-changing LED-lit patio pieces
add a sci-fi flair to any outdoor area.
Translucent white when powered
“off,” the rechargeable pod-like mod
seating provides a vibrant, warm
glow at night, turning any backyard
into a party zone.
✦ Color Changing Waterproof LED
Light Cube, $129.99; Amazon.com
✦ Ibiza chair, $229.99; Brookstone.
com
4 Garlic Juice
Everyone in this area knows mosquitoes can ruin any outdoor gathering
in the summer months. Landscape
architect Jennifer Horn suggests
spraying organic garlic juice which
plants absorb, so there’s no lasting
pungent garlic smell in your garden.
“If you have a large, substantial, garden space, that’s a great way to help
keep mosquitoes at bay,” she says.
✦ Mosquito Barrier, $29.95 per quart;
mosquitobarrier.com and Amazon.
com
5 Rain Barrel
Hook up a rain barrel kit to a downspout outside your home, and let
the rain fall from your roof into the
airtight cistern where the water will
stay until you’re ready to use it. Most
barrels hold upwards of 50 gallons of
water, so you’ll save some green on
costs associated with watering your
plants, and feel good about reusing
natural resources.
✦ Rain Wizard 50-Gallon Black Re-
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2

Courtesy of Garlic Research Labs, Inc. (Mosquito Barrier); Courtesy of PYGAR USA Inc (Felco pruners); Courtesy of Lowe’s (trellis, bench,
spotlight, rain barrel); Courtesy of Main Access (LED light patio); courtesy of MoMA Design Store (Bistro set)

2 Felco Pruners
For the more-than-casual DIY
gardener, a pair of red-handled Felco
professional-grade pruners are a
must, says landscape architect Jennifer Horn. The strong blades make
clean cuts instead of pinching or
tugging branches, which can cause
damage. But, she cautions, “You can
get tired from using them,” so expect
a workout.
✦ Felco pruners, $49.99 and up; available at Merrifield Garden Center and
Amazon.com

cycled Plastic Rain Barrel with Spigot,
$137.80; lowes.com

5

6

6 Trellis
If an outdoor space is at a premium
or the backyard is the size of a postage stamp, add visual interest with
a simple trellis that you can easily
push right into the ground, says Allen
D. Ford, install sales coordinator at
Alexandria’s Lowe’s. Create a sort of
vertical garden with a pretty climbing
vine such as clematis or a perfumescented rose.
✦ Garden Treasures 24”W x 72”H Zen
Garden Trellis, $39.97; lowes.com
7 Spotlight
Add a stylish update to any garden space with an easy-to-install
spotlight. Accentuate the positive:
Illuminate a favorite tree or shrub or
water feature. Whether you’re hosting a gathering, or enjoying a quiet
evening, the light creates ambiance
and “makes something ordinary
look extraordinary,” says landscape
designer Tom Harley.
✦ Portfolio Black Low-Voltage Halogen
Flood Light, $18.98; lowes.com
8 Bench
Enjoy the fruits of your backyard
labors from a bench-style perch.
Choose a classic park-style bench,
or a concrete version and place it
squarely in your garden among the
blooms, or make it a destination at
the end of a stone walkway. It will
serve as the perfect spot to relax and
take in your surroundings—the happy
results of hard work.
✦ Garden Treasures 50-1/2-in. L Patio
Bench, $118; lowes.com

1
7

www.northernvirginiamag.com
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Grow Your Own
Who needs a farm to become a farmer?

W

ashington, D.C.-based landcommitment is clearly not for everyone.
scape architect Jennifer G.
“We’ll certainly ask if a client wants an
edible garden,” she says. “Most of the time
Horn says one of the most
the client wants to do it. I wouldn’t suggest
significant changes she has
it for a client who wasn’t serious about it,
seen in how people react to their outdoor
spaces, is a real interest in grow-your-own because it’s a lot of work. And if you have
deer, you have to think about how you’re
vegetable gardening. For a recent largescale design in McLean, Horn folded in a
going to keep the deer away from it. That’s
cheerful mix of pick-your-own blossoms
another potential limitation for a vegetaand edibles, creating a
ble garden.”
patch in the landscape that
Keeping deer from
I wouldn’t
serves just that purpose:
munching on local landsuggest [a kitchen scapes is a challenge in this
the backyard-to-table gardening where the fruits of
area, says Harley, adding
garden] for a
your labors end up in that
client who wasn’t there’s not much they don’t
night’s salad, the blossoms
eat. His best suggestion is
serious about it...” to put in plants that they
tidily arranged in a vase.
The landscape can inabsolutely do not like, such
clude “a vegetable garden, as well as a cutas boxwoods.
“They don’t care for things with fraflower and herb garden. And they can be
grances, like lavender, rosemary—all the
beautiful,” Horn says. “If you really want
herbs. They tend to not like those because
to spend some money, you can do a raised
their sense of smell is much stronger and
bed with masonry walls, and pea gravel
it’s just too much for them,” he says. “The
path” that meanders through a garden,
ones that they do like in particular are:
says Horn.
hostas and daylilies. Those two they’ll
A novice green thumb might start
seek out.”
out with a couple of small-scale pots or
But Harley cautions that there’s no
containers for growing summer’s bounty,
hard-and-fast solution because their diets
to evaluate your home’s sun and shade, as
well as your own levels of skill and dedica- have changed; if they’re hungry, they’ll
tion. Experts caution that there is a fair
eat just about anything. “You just put in
amount of work involved, and that while a
the ones you know they don’t eat now,” he
kitchen garden may sound romantic, the
says, “and cross your fingers.”
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◗ Jennifer Horn’s design of
homes in Clifton and Potomac.

Screen It
Extend the limits of your
home’s reach.

Courtesy of Jennifer Horn Landscape Architecture

S

teve Larsen, owner of Alexandria-based Larsen Design/
Build Associates, says he has
seen an increase in requests
for screened-in porches. More homeowners want to convert their decks,
or portions of their decks, into covered, screened-in shelters, extending
useable space. Such a structure, says
Larsen, is “something that is going to
give people that nice outdoor environment outdoors.”
	No matter the budget, enclosed
porches provide shelter from the
sun and other elements: mosquitoes,
rain, and can stay much cooler with
the help of the breeze from a ceiling
fan or two. Experts agree that in this
area, if an enclosure has electricity, a
ceiling fan is a must.
“Our summers get pretty hot
around here,” Larsen says. “Sitting
on a deck in hot sun is not always
that fun. You’re sort of relegated to
doing it early morning or late afternoon. Whereas if it were a covered
porch, even if with just a simple ceiling fan, 90-95 degrees is still [enjoyable] for some people.” Alternatively,
he says, add a heating element and
the screened-in porch is a great place
to hang out in the cooler months.
Larsen says taking the space
beyond just a deck with a roof and
considering some sort of gas heating
system are the two requests he has
seen most often.
If space and budget allow, consider
a free-standing gas stove or woodburning chiminea that can provide
warmth and style at a minimal cost.
Year-round, it can offer the thrill of a
grown-up campfire.
“It’s an enhancement to being
outside, a nice little seating, gathering place. If you’re spending some
money on a nice backyard,” Harley
says, a sophisticated fire feature is
usually part of the plan. Just leave
that to professionals to install and
follow proper safety precautions.

VENDORS
design
Lowe’s of Alexandria
Allen D. Ford
Install Sales Coordinator
703-765-8011
lowes.com
◗Alexandria
Larson Design/build associates,
llc
Steve Larsen
703-765-2457
larsendesgnbuild.com
◗Alexandria
JHLA/Jennifer Horn Landscape
Architecture LLC
Jennifer Horn
703-518-4663
jenniferghorn.com
4200 Wisconsin Ave. NW,
◗washington, dc
Campbell & Ferrara Outdoor
Living
703-354-6724
campbellferrara.com
6651 Little River Turnpike
◗Alexandria

nurseries
Meadows Farms Nurseries
Tom Harley
Landscape designer
meadowsfarms.com
43054 John Mosby Highway
◗Chantilly
Merrifield Garden Center
703-560-6222
merrifieldgardencenter.com
8132 Lee Highway
◗Merrifield
Silver Brook Nursery
703-690–1231
silverbrooknursery.com
8408 Monacan Road
◗Lorton
South Riding Nurseries
703-327-5161
silverbrooknursery.com
43571 John Mosby Highway, Suite
100
◗Chantilly

Lake Ridge Nursery
703-590-0178
lakeridgenursery.net
3705 Old Bridge Road
◗Woodbridge
Cravens Nursery
703-573-5025
cravensnursery.com
9023 Arlington Blvd.
◗Fairfax

Build
Beauchain Builders
703-430-9171
beauchainbuilders.com
11325 Random Hills Road
◗Fairfax
Stone Center
stonecenterofva.com
◗multiple locations
Home Depot
homedepot.com
◗multiple locations
Lowe’s Home Improvement
lowes.com
◗multiple locations
Ace Hardware
acehardware.com
◗multiple locations

decor
offenbacher’s
703-591-9840
offenbachers.com
11264 James Swart Circle
◗Fairfax
Elegance Décor
703-395-6795
elegancedecor.com
3856-L Dulles South Court
◗Chantilly
Apartment Zero
202-628-4067
apartmentzero.com
406 7th St., Suite 1
◗Washington, DC
Janus et Cie
202-333-8111
janusetcie.com
3304 M St., N.W.
◗Washington, DC

www.northernvirginiamag.com
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